
Class Descriptions for FL Festival 2020 
                   (subject to change; may not be offered at every location) 

 

Bell Maintenance:  Class is designed to teach you the proper care and maintenance of your bells. 
Discussion on how to protect your investment with regular maintenance and care.  If you have a 
“problem” bell bring it to the class or stop off in the vendor area for help. 

Bell Trees: Want to dance in a forest of bell trees? Want to ring solos, but not sure you can tackle three 
octaves on a table?   This will cover the  assembling and ringing of a bell trees and make you a star!  
Participants are asked to bring 1 octave of bells with them including accidentals if possible (C4-C5, C5-6, 
C6-C7 or C7-C8.  Some bells may be available 

Boomwhackers:  A “wacky” fun way to add dimension to your music. 

But First, We Mark:  Not sure how to mark your music so you can read it and remember what you did 
last week?  In this class, we will discuss how you can make notes in your music to help you ring your part 
with ease.  Also, participants can share markings that work for you and that you will remember what it 
means when you see those markings.  It also adds continuity so that subs can look at your music and 
understand what you mean by those marking because everyone is doing the same. 

Drumming and Grooving:  Take off your gloves, put away the sheet music and come and play some 
drums! World Music Drumming is for ringers of all ages to experience traditional African-like 
collaborative drumming. Let’s groove! 

Going Digital:  “Going Digital - using technology for music in handbells” This class will cover HMA's 
digital music policy and give ringers a demonstration of the technology that is available for using digital 
copies of music on an IPad or Tablet. 

 Conducting:  This class is for directors and ringers.  Come learn basic conducting patterns.  Also, find out 
how to get to and from fermatas, and what to do with meter changes. Ringers, do you understand your 
director’s movements and directors are you showing them what you want? Get a chance to try out your 
directing communication skills and learn from each other. 

Malleting: Hands on percussive techniques! Come and learn about malleting techniques, notations, and 
how to channel your inner percussionist.  Do you know what color mallet is the best for each bell?  
Handbells are percussion instruments and with all instruments there is a specific technique that will 
maximize your sound and tone quality.  Whether you are looking to learn the basics or refining your 
mallet mastery, this is the class for you!  Please bring two mallets to this class. 

Put the Bell Down: (Non-ringing solutions)  As handbell musicians we share some common pitfalls:  
chords not striking together, indistinguishable dynamic, imprecise rhythms, and lack of expression.  
Come an find out some simple solutions that don’t require picking up a bell but a ball! Come and find 
ways to bring your performance to the next level.   

 

 



Ring, Sing & Bling (technique):  There are over 35 techniques and notation symbols currently in use in 
the handbell world.  Do you know them all?  Can you read them and ring them with ease? 
Understanding and knowing how to use the various techniques are vital to becoming a better ringer.  
This will be a hands-on learning class.  Bring your mallets, gloves and notebook stands. 

Rhythm: The True Heartbeat ( games to help you keep the beat)  Are you relying on a ringer playing 
their part at the right time for you to get the beat? Are you remembering to take the time to count that 
rest? What about beating one beat while the rest of the group has a different pattern to ring? In this 
workshop, we will explore rhythm building exercises with hands on games to help build individual 
technique and understanding of rhythm. 

Sight Reading:  Spend an extra hour ringing and reading some recently released handbell music.  The 
music will consist of mainly level 2 and 3. Music will be the same for each ringing session to allow many 
ringers the opportunity to ring new music.  Sight-reading tips will also be shared. 

Treble Bells Double up (4-in-hand): Learn to use Shelley and 4-in-hand to add the upper octave.  This 
hands-on class will cover assignments, set-ups, ringing and damping basic, finding the sweet spot, 
alternate Shelly and figuring out which notes to double.  Please bring your gloves and  your preferred 4 
bells - anywhere between C5 & C8 (if available) 

Weaving with grace and accuracy: Weaving is used when you have more than two bells to ring, but you 
still only have two hands! Successful weaving involved more than just arms for you to reach that next 
bell on time.  This class will explore the basics of the weaving technique involving your whole body and 
you will leave with exercises to continue your technique development so you can play 4,5,6 or more 
bells smoothly, accurately, and gracefully. 

 

 


